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Abstract: Computer laboratories are learning environments where students learn programming 1

languages by doing practice under teaching assistants’ supervision. This paper presents the outcomes 2

of a real case study carried out in our university in the context of a database course, where learning 3

SQL is one of the main topics. The aim of the study is to analyze the level of engagement of the 4

laboratory participants by tracing and correlating the accesses of the students to each laboratory 5

exercise, the successful/failed attempts to solve the exercises, the students’ requests for help, and 6

the interventions of teaching assistants. The acquired data are analyzed by means of a sequence 7

pattern mining approach, which automatically discovers recurrent temporal patterns. The mined 8

patterns are mapped to behavioral, cognitive engagement and affective key indicators thus allowing 9

students to be profiled according to their level of engagement in all the identified dimensions. To 10

efficiently extract the desired indicators the mining algorithm enforces ad hoc constraints on the 11

pattern categories of interest. The student profiles and the correlations among different engagement 12

dimensions extracted from the experimental data have shown to be helpful for the planning of future 13

learning experiences. 14

Keywords: Sequential Pattern Mining; Learning Analytics; Higher Level Education; Engagement 15

1. Introduction 16

Laboratories are known to have a primary role in learning activities. Previous research 17

studies (e.g., [1]) have shown that practical activities provide benefits to students in terms 18

of knowledge acquisition, level of engagement, well-being, interaction skills, revision 19

and validation of knowledge competencies. In computer science laboratories often rely on 20

computerized services. They allow students to practice what they have learnt in theory in an 21

interactive way, typically under the supervision of the teaching assistants. Hence, teachers 22

have the opportunity to closely monitor learners in a “natural” learning environment, 23

where they can learn the necessary knowledge by doing. To this purpose, lab assignments 24

typically include exercises of variable complexity thus allowing learning to deal with 25

problems that gradually become similar to the final assessment tasks [2]. 26

Since during computer science laboratories learners commonly work in a controlled 27

environment for a restricted time period, an increasing research interest has been devoted to 28

acquiring, collecting, and analyzing learner-generated data in order measure and monitor 29

students’ engagement level during laboratory activities [3]. According to [4], student 30

engagement is the energy and effort that students employ within their learning community, 31

observable via any number of behavioural, cognitive or affective indicators across a continuum. 32

Learner engagement can be analyzed under various dimensions, such as (i) the behavioral 33
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aspects, related to observable behavioral characteristics, e.g., the level of effort that students 34

dedicate to learning by participating to the proposed activities and by being involved in the 35

assigned tasks [5], (ii) the cognitive aspects, related to students’ motivation and investment 36

of thought, mental effort, and willingness to comprehend new ideas and methods [6], and 37

(iii) the emotional aspects, related to the affective reactions of the students towards teachers 38

and colleagues [7]. 39

Monitoring and facilitating learning engagement is particularly challenging since 40

it requires to identify the key factors behind students’ motivation. Student engagement 41

analytics typically consist of the following steps: first, an appropriate source of information 42

need to be identified. To collect relevant information, previous studies have considered, 43

for instance, data from educational service logs [8], surveys [9], mobile technologies [10], 44

and social networks [11]. Secondly, it entails defining a set of quantitative descriptors of 45

student engagement that are tailored to the specific learning context. Examples of analyzed 46

contexts include, amongst other, MOOCs [9], traditional university-level courses [12], and 47

secondary school lessons [13]. Finally, the acquired data can be analyzed by means of 48

advanced data analytics tools or data mining algorithms in order to extract relevant and 49

promptly usable knowledge. Teachers can exploit the discovered information to facilitate 50

learners’ engagement and to improve the quality of the learning activities. Recent surveys 51

on students’ engagement and learning technologies [4] acknowledge the need for further 52

research efforts addressing the use of data mining techniques in university-level laboratory 53

activities. The present paper presents a research activities in the aforesaid direction. 54

This work analyzes the level of engagement of university-level students during com- 55

puter laboratories on writing database queries in the Structured Query Language (SQL) 56

language. Teaching SQL is widespread in university-level database courses. Computer 57

laboratories are particularly suitable for SQL education because learners could type a the 58

queries solving a list of exercises, progressively submit the draft solutions, and eventually 59

fix them by adopting a trial-and-error approach [14]. We present a case study that we 60

performed in our university, where we set up the laboratory environment and acquired 61

learner-generated data. The designed environment also provides teaching assistants with a 62

prioritized and “democratic” way for giving assistance to students: through an informed 63

environment they can easily spot who is experimenting difficulties according to objective 64

parameters extracted by real-time data collected during the lab. To retrieve data about 65

student engagement, we trace the activities of both students and teaching assistants during 66

the computer lab to analyze the following aspects: (i) the timing and order of access to the 67

given exercises, (ii) the timing of the (potentially multiple) submissions for each assigned 68

exercise, (iii) the submissions’ outcome (correct or wrong query), (iv) the requests for teach- 69

ers’ assistants made by the students, and (v) the interventions of the teaching assistants. 70

Therefore, unlike traditional log-based systems, the computer lab scenario allows us to 71

trace key aspects of the learning-by-doing process, such as the sequence of submission 72

successes/failures for a given exercise and the requests for assistance. Acquiring the data 73

described above enables the analysis of a number of key indicators of learner’s engage- 74

ments. To this end, we apply an exploratory sequence pattern mining approach [15] in 75

order to extract temporal patterns from learner-generated data. Patterns describe recurrent 76

and temporally correlated sequences of traced events that can be used to characterize 77

student engagement under multiple perspectives. More specifically, in the present work 78

we will exploit the extracted sequential patterns to answer the following research ques- 79

tion: which kind of information about students’ behavioural, cognitive and affective engagement 80

can be extracted from the temporal sequences of the students’ activities? To efficiently extract 81

the desired information, we enforce ad hoc pattern constraints into the sequence mining 82

algorithm. Besides, the collected data have shown to be helpful in addressing issues that 83

are specifically related to the learning experience of the students (e.g., an exercise whose 84

complexity is significantly above average) thus improving the future teaching activities. For 85

example, they help to understand the complexity of the laboratory assignment, evaluate 86
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the correctness of the sequence of the proposed exercises, and analyze the impact and 87

effectiveness of the teaching assistance, whenever requested. 88

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the related 89

works. Section 3 describes the experimental settings, whereas Section 4 presents the applied 90

methodology. Section 5 reports the analysis of the extracted patterns and discusses the 91

results under the point of view of the students’ learning experience. Section 6 focuses on 92

the description of the key engagement indicators extracted by means of sequential pattern 93

mining. It profiles students according to a number of selected behavioral, cognitive and 94

affective engagement dimensions. Furthermore, it analyzes also the correlation among the 95

engagement dimensions extracted from the experimental data. Finally, Section 7 draws the 96

conclusions and future perspectives of this work. 97

2. Literature review 98

The use of laboratories in computer science education is established; several studies 99

(e.g., [1,2,16,17]) have highlighted the advantages to have a practical approach to learning, 100

describing facilities, and suggesting best practices. The research community has stressed 101

the importance of cooperation during laboratories. Laboratories are not simply considered 102

as places where a single student interacts with a Personal Computer: their use is primarily 103

concerned with the interaction between students [16,18]. Therefore, studying learners’ 104

interactivity inside a lab is particularly useful for improving the effectiveness of learning 105

practices. 106

The Structured Query Language (SQL) is the most widespread declarative program- 107

ming language to query relational databases. Due to the overwhelming diffusion of 108

relational DataBase Management Systems, in software engineering and computer science 109

education Structured Query Language (SQL) skills are deemed as fundamental. A system- 110

atic review of SQL education is given by [14]. In the early 2000s, most research works related 111

to SQL education were focused on proposing ad hoc tools to support laboratory sessions 112

on SQL query writing (e.g.,[19–21]). Later on, with the growth of Learning Analytics (LA) 113

technologies, the attention of the community has shifted towards the development of smart 114

solutions to acquire, collect, and analyze learner-generated data during SQL laboratories. 115

For example, an established LA challenge is to early predict students’ performance [22]. 116

Under this umbrella, the works presented in [23–25] proposed to record students’ activities 117

during SQL laboratories in order to obtain inferences related to the upcoming students’ 118

performance. More recently, the research community has paid more and more attention 119

to innovative SQL learning paradigms, e.g., blended learning [26,27], game-based learn- 120

ing [28], flipped classrooms activities [29]. The present paper positions itself as a new 121

Learning Analytics study in Higher Education [30], with particular reference to SQL labo- 122

ratory activities. Unlike [23–25], the focus of the present work is not on predicting students’ 123

performance. Conversely, it investigates the use of an exploratory data mining techniques, 124

i.e., sequence pattern mining [31], to characterize and profile learners’ activities during SQL 125

laboratory and to describe the cognitive, behavioral, and affective dimensions of student 126

engagement. 127

In recent years, the parallel issue of fostering student engagement through educational 128

technologies in secondary and higher education has received increasing attention [1,4,8,32]. 129

For example, the authors in [32] analyzed the behavioral engagement of MOOC participants 130

based on both the timing of resource accesses and on the type of explored resources, i.e., 131

video, Self Regulated Learning (SRL) support video, discussion, quiz, assignment, reading. 132

In [8] the authors analyzed click-stream log data related to 89 students of a Freshman 133

English course. They classified students as surface, deep, or strategic according to their 134

engagement level measured in terms of time spent on the Web pages and number of actions 135

made on that pages (detected from reading logs). Some attempts to facilitate students’ 136

engagement in secondary education through flipped learning approaches have also been 137

made [4]. An extensive overview of the existing educational technology applications to 138

enhance student engagement in higher education can be found in [1]. Similar to [8,32], 139
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in this study we analyze click-stream data in order to monitor students’ engagement 140

levels. Unlike [8] we consider a different context of application (i.e., a Higher Education 141

course on databases) and we apply a different methodology for exploring data. Compared 142

to [32], the present work analyzes a different context (i.e., an assisted laboratory activity) 143

and exploits different activity indicators beyond the accesses to a resource, such as the 144

success/fail of a tentative submission of an exercise solution and the interactions with the 145

teaching assistants. The enriched data model enables the study of different learning aspects 146

related to behavioural, cognitive and affective engagement as well. Table 1 enumerates the 147

engagement key indicators that will be addressed in the paper. For each of the selected 148

indicators, the table contains the category (behavioural, cognitive of affective) consistently 149

with the classification proposed in [4], a definition, and a list of related works. 150

Table 1. Engagement key indicators analyzed in the present paper.

Category Key Indicator Definition References
Behavioural Persistence The quality or state of maintaining a course of ac-

tion or keeping at a task and finishing it despite the
obstacles or the effort involved.

[6,33–39]

Cognitive

Concentration The act of focusing, as, for example, bringing one’s
thought processes to bear on a central problem or
subject.

[6,35,38–40]

Reflection A form of theoretical activity directed toward the
comprehension of its own acts and the laws by
which they are performed. Reflection includes
building conclusions, generalisations, analogies,
comparisons and evaluations, and also emotional
experience, remembering and solving problems. It
also includes addressing beliefs for interpretation,
analysis, realisation of acts, discussion or evalua-
tion.

[6,35,41,42]

Understanding Building complex understanding and meaning
rather than focusing on the learning of superficial
knowledge.

[6,35,37–
41,43]

Autonomy A state of independence and self-determination in
an individual, a group, or a society.

[6,33,38,39,43,
44]

Affective Confidence A belief that one is capable of successfully meeting
the demands of a task.

[33,35,40,42,
44]

3. Experimental setting 151

To analyze students’ activities and engagement in SQL education, the present research 152

work relies on real data collected during educational laboratory sessions. The educational 153

context is a computer lab related to a course on database design and management. The 154

course is offered in the context of a B.S. degree in engineering. All the students are enrolled 155

to the same bachelor degree course, have approximately the same background, and did 156

the practice in the same conditions. The objective of the laboratory activity is to become 157

familiar with the SQL language through a number of proposed SQL exercises, where the 158

student has to write SQL declarative statements to query a relational database. 159

The computer lab is equipped with 43 workstations, but the course has about 650 160

enrolled students; for this reason, students were divided in groups and participate to a 161

90-minute lab session. The task consisted in solving 13 proposed exercises through with 162

educational tool that supports them and records all the related events. The first 4 exercises 163

just require the knowledge of the basic SQL syntax SELECT ... FROM ... WHERE ... 164

ORDER BY, the subsequent 4 exercises require a more advanced understanding of SQL 165

grouping operators (GROUP BY ... HAVING ...), whereas the remaining ones mainly 166

focus on nesting SQL queries using Table Functions and the IN, EXISTS, NOT IN, NOT 167

EXISTS operators. 168
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The students’ user interface proposes one exercise at a time, with the problem state- 169

ment, the associated relational database schema and the table representing the expected 170

correct results. The students enter their tentative query and the Oracle DBMS [45] executes 171

it, providing the feedback that is shown to the learners. Besides the DBMS messages (useful 172

for understanding query errors), when the query is syntactically correct the environment 173

compares the executed result with the expected result, thus highlighting possible semantic 174

errors. 175

Through the user interface students can also ask for the teaching assistant’s interven- 176

tion; the environment records both help requests and interventions. 177

Participation to labs was optional (even tough highly encouraged). Therefore not 178

every student participated to the lab experiment. For this study we collected the data about 179

215 students, considering only those who accessed at least one exercise. 180

4. Materials and Methods 181

Figure 1. Designed pipeline.

The pipeline of analysis designed for studying student engagement in SQL education 182

during computer laboratory consists of three main steps (see Figure 1). Firstly, the data are 183

acquired through computer laboratory interface. Then, data are tailored to an appropriate 184

sequence database, which incorporates all the necessary information. Secondly, a subset 185

of relevant temporal patterns is extracted using an established sequential pattern mining 186

approach [15]. Pattern extraction aims at automatically extracting recurrent subsequences 187

of temporally correlated events related to student engagement. Lastly, a set of Key Engage- 188

ment Indicators (KEIs) (see Table 1) are computed on top of the extracted patterns. KEI 189

exploration can help teachers to monitor and facilitate learner engagement from multiple 190

perspectives. 191

In the following sections, the above-mentioned steps will be thoroughly described. 192

4.1. Preliminaries 193

We first define the preliminary concepts of sequence and sequential database. sequen- 194

tial pattern mining in compliance with [46]. 195

Let I be a set of all items. An itemset is a subset of items in I. A sequence s is an 196

ordered list of itemsets. A sequence s is denoted by ⟨s1s2 . . . sl⟩where sj ∈ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ l, is an 197

itemset. sj is also denoted by element of the sequence, consisting of a set of items (x1x2 · xm), 198

where xk ∈ I, 1 ≤ k ≤ m. For the sake of brevity, hereafter we will omit the brackets when 199

m=1. An item occurs at most once in an element of a sequence, but can occur multiple 200

times in different elements of the same sequence. A l-sequence, i.e., a sequence of length l 201

is a sequence whose as the number of instance of occurring items is l. α= ⟨α1α2 . . . αl⟩ is a 202

subsequence of another sequence β= ⟨β1β2 . . . βl⟩, denoted by α ⊑ β, if there exist integers 203

1 ≤ j1 ≤ j2 . . . ≤ m such that α1 ⊆ β j1 , α2 ⊆ β j2 , . . ., αn ⊆ β jn . 204

A sequence database S is a set of tuples ⟨sid, s⟩, where sid is the sequence identifier 205

and s is a sequence. A tuple ⟨sid, s⟩ contains a subsequence α if α ⊑ s. The absolute support 206

of subsequence α in S, denoted by supS(s) is the number of tuples containing α. The relative 207

support is the fraction of tuples containing α. 208
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4.1.1. Sequential pattern mining 209

Given a sequence database S and a minimum support threshold minsup, the sequential 210

pattern mining task entails extracting all the subsequences α in S whose supS(α) ≥ minsup, 211

i.e., it focuses on discovering all the frequent subsequences in the sequence database. 212

Whether the occurrences of the sequence elements are timestamped, i.e., tj is the 213

timestamp at sequence sj occur, we can enforce additional constraints into the sequential 214

pattern mining process (beyond enforcing support threshold): 215

• mingap: mingap the minimum time gap between consecutive elements of a sequence. 216

• maxgap: it indicates the the maximum time gap between consecutive elements of a 217

sequence. 218

• maxwinsize: the maximum temporal duration of the overall sequence. 219

When not otherwise specified, time gaps and window sizes are expressed in minutes. 220

By varying the values of mingap, maxgap, and maxwinsize it is possible to focus the 221

exploration on sequences with varying temporal periodicity. 222

4.2. Data model 223

We introduce the notation used throughout the section below. 224

• Participating students (S): set of students who participated to a SQL laboratory (i.e., 225

in our experiments, 215 students). 226

• Lab duration (D): The time span corresponding to lab development (i.e., a 90-minute 227

time window, in our experiments). 228

• Time window (TW): A time span at a finer granularity than D (e.g., a 5-minute time 229

span). 230

• Events (E ): The set of events of interest occurred in the SQL laboratory. An event 231

e ∈ E that occurred at an arbitrary time point te ∈ D and involved a specific student 232

s ∈ S . 233

The analysis focuses on the most relevant temporal correlations between the events 234

that occurred in the labs and are relative to the same student. Each event describes either a 235

specific action made by the student (e.g., access to a new exercise), an achievement (e.g., 236

exercise solved), a request for assistance, or an assistance intervention. As discussed later 237

on, the selected events are deemed as relevant to quantify the key engagement indicators 238

under analysis. For our convenience, hereafter each event will be represented by a symbol 239

consisting in the number of the exercise surrounded by a colored shape that describes the 240

type of the event. Specifically, 241

• the symbol 1 represents an access to exercise 1; 242

• the symbol 1 represents the submission of a correct solution for exercise 1; 243

• the symbol 1 represents the failure of exercise 1; 244

• the symbol 1 represents an assistance request for exercise 1; 245

• the symbol 1 represents assistance for exercise 1. 246

Since the main goal of the study is to quantify the engagement key indicators of the 247

students attending a SQL laboratory using the most representative temporal sequences of 248

events, we rely on a event data model consisting of a sequence database [31] and described 249

in Section 4.1. Specifically, each symbol describing an event is an item and each subsequence 250

is an ordered list of single events (or event sets) associated with a given student. 251

For example, the subsequence ⟨ 1 1 1 ⟩ represents a student that accesses exercise 252

1, fails it, and then subbits the correct solution. 253

4.3. The CSpade Algorithm 254

The CSpade algorithm [47], whose pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1, extracts all 255

subsequences satisfying the input constraints by adopting a prefix-based strategy. The key 256

idea is to decompose the original problem into smaller sub-problems using equivalence 257
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classes on frequent sequences. Each equivalence class be solved independently and likely 258

fits in main-memory. The enumeration step is known to be the most computationally 259

intensive one and is traditionally performed via Breadth-First Search (BFS) or Depth-First 260

Search (DFS) [47]. However, as discussed later on in Section 4.4, we envisage a further 261

algorithmic optimization. 262

Algorithm 1 CSpade [47]

Require: DB, minsup, mingap, maxgap, maxwinsize
Ensure: Sequences SQ

F1 ← x {Frequent elements}
Fk ← {Frequent sequence of k elements}
for k=2; Fk ̸=; k=k + 1 do

Enumerate all the frequent sequences via BFS/DFS ▷ This step will be further
optimized (see Section 4.4)

Ck ← {Candidate sequences of length k}
while s ∈ DB do

for c ∈ Ck do
Update c.support, c.size, c.gap

end for
end while
Fk ← {c ∈ Ck|c satisfies all input constraints}

end for

4.4. Computation and Analysis of Engagement Key Indicators 263

Teachers explore the sequential patterns extracted at the previous step to gain insights 264

into students’ engagement in the SQL computer laboratories. 265

The student-related events considered in this study (see Section 4.2) are exploited to 266

analyze student involvement, motivation, and willingness to comprehend the fundamentals 267

behind the SQL language. Specifically, the aim is to analyze the sequence database in order 268

to characterize the behavioral, cognitive and affective engagement levels of the students 269

who participated to the laboratories. 270

The occurrence of single events (e.g., the access to a specific exercise) is not relevant 271

enough to profile students according to their engagement level because it is likely to 272

be related to the occurrence of other events occurred in the past, potentially regarding 273

different event types and exercises. Hence, the present analysis relies on the extraction 274

of sequential patterns, which represent the most significant temporal correlation between 275

the occurrences of multiple events. The idea behind is to capture the most interesting 276

temporal relationships between correlated events and get actionable knowledge about 277

student activities, involvement, and motivation. 278

Based on the characteristics of the contained events, the extracted sequential patterns 279

can be classified as follows. 280

• Access patterns: This type of patterns comprises all the sequences whose elements are 281

exclusively composed of events of type access to exercise. Since students (i) are provided 282

with a ordered list of exercises, (ii) have no time limits to solve an exercise, (iii) can 283

move back-and-forth in the exercise list according to their preferences, exploring access 284

patterns allows teachers to understand the way students deal with the laboratory 285

exercises as well as to analyze the time spent on each exercise. 286

• Successful patterns: This pattern category includes all the sequences whose elements 287

comprise both access and successful attempts for the same exercise. They are deemed 288

as relevant to explore both the level of complexity of the provided exercises and the 289

level of competence of the students. 290

• Assistance request patterns: This type of patterns includes all the sequences that 291

comprehend a request for assistance. 292
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• Assistance intervention patterns: This type of patterns consists of all the sequences 293

that comprehend an intervention of the teaching assistant. Together with the assistance 294

request patterns, they provide interesting insights into the ability of the students to 295

work in autonomy. They allow us also to identify the most common situations when 296

students ask for help, and to study the impact of the intervention of a teacher assistance 297

on the development of the current and following exercises. 298

• Error patterns: This pattern type comprises all the sequences whose elements include 299

events of type Wrong submitted query for a given exercise. They can be exploited to 300

identify the exercises generating major difficulties, to cluster students based on their 301

level of competence, as well as to monitor the progresses of the students across the 302

practice (e.g., to understand whether the trial-and-error approach actually works or 303

not). 304

• Time-constrained patterns: This class of patterns consists of all the sequences ex- 305

tracted by enforcing either a minimum/maximum gap between each element of the 306

sequence or a maximum sequence duration (i.e., the elapsed time for the occurrence 307

of the first element and those of the last one). Unlike all the previous pattern types, 308

they give more insights into the timing of specific event. They can be exploited to 309

analyze the timing of the activities and the responsiveness of a student (e.g., the time 310

needed to submit the first query, the time needed to resubmit a query after a failure, 311

the overall time spent in solving an exercise). 312

As detailed in Table 2, the above-mentioned pattern categories are mapped to the 313

engagement key indicators reported in Table 1. 314

Algorithmic optimization based on KEI information 315

To efficiently extract the Key Engagement Indicators we enforce further mining con- 316

straints deeply into the candidate sequence generation process (see Algorithm 1). Specif- 317

ically, similar to [48] we use regular expressions to early discard ordered sequences of 318

elements that do not meet any of the categories reported in Table 2. This prevents the 319

generation and evaluation of an unnecessary large set of candidate sequences, among 320

which many of them are potentially not relevant to students’ engagement level analysis. 321

5. Results 322

Multiple sequential pattern mining sessions were run on the sequence database ac- 323

quired during the SQL laboratories of a B.S. course hold in our university (see Section 4.2). 324

The mined sequential patterns are explored in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 325

proposed methodology in supporting and monitoring students’ engagement levels. 326

The experiments were run on a machine equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U 327

CPU with 16 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 18.04 server. To extract sequential sequential 328

patterns, we used the CSpade algorithm implementation provided by the respective authors. 329

Multiple mining sessions were run, by varying the minsup value to extract sequential 330

patterns without time constraint, and by varying minsup,mingap, maxgap, and maxlen to 331

mine time-constrained patterns. 332

5.1. Access patterns 333

These patterns describe the timing of the students’ accesses to the proposed exercises 334

during the SQL laboratory session. A sample of the extracted sequences is reported in 335

Table 3, with the relative support value (percentage of students that satisfy the specific 336

sequence). Based on the sequences belonging to this pattern type, students can be clustered 337

in two groups based on their profile of accesses to the proposed exercises: 338

• Students using sequential patterns: this cluster consists of the students who accessed the 339

exercises in the proposed sequence (from exercise 1 to 13). 340

• Students using out-of-order patterns: it groups the students who follow a non-sequential 341

order in accessing the assigned exercises. 342
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Table 2. Key Engagement Indicators and associated patterns.

Key en-
gagement
indicator

Pattern type Comments

Persistence Access pat-
terns

These patterns indicate the persistence of the student on a specific
SQL exercise. They discriminate between students adopting a
sequential approach, i.e., they address the exercises according to
the given order, and those adopting an out-of-order approach,
i.e., they reconsider the previously accessed exercises by going
back-and-forth between the provided exercises.

Concentration Successful pat-
terns

These patterns indicate the tendency of a student to focus on a spe-
cific exercise until a solution has been found. They discriminate
between the students adopting a try-until-successful approach,
which entails insisting on the same exercise until a solution has
been found, and those adopting a move-to-the-next-exercise ap-
proach, which entails jumping to other exercises before solving
the current one.

Confidence Assistance
requests pat-
terns

These patterns indicate the level of self-confidence of the students
in solving the proposed exercises on their own. They allow to
discriminate between the students who are used to ask for help
during the computer lab session and the students who generally
try to solve the main issues on their own.

Reflection Errors pat-
terns

These patterns indicate the ability of the student to learn from
her/his mistakes. They discriminate between students with a
strong reflective attitude, who carefully analyze each error in order
to minimize the error rate at the next submission, and students
with less reflective attitude, who adopt a trial-and-error approach
thus spending a very limited amount of time in understanding
the reasons behind the errors before the next submission.

Understanding Time-
constrained
patterns

These patterns highlight the timing of a student working on an
exercise. They provide useful hints to answer to questions such
as: (i) What is the (overall) average time spent by students on
each exercise? (ii) What is the average time spent on an exercise
prior to submit a query? (iii) What is the average time needed to
resubmit a new solution after a failure? (iv) What is the average
time needed to solve an exercise?

Autonomy Assistance
intervention
patterns +
successful
patterns

Assistance intervention patterns highlight the effect of an inter-
vention by a teaching assistant on the solution of the current
exercise and of the following ones. Together with the successful
patterns, they discriminate students that are able to solve exercises
autonomously and those who need extra explanations.

Sequential patterns reveal that most of students consecutively accessed the first 5 343

exercises. However, as the exercise number increases the pattern support decreases. For 344

example, it decreases by 4% from A1 to A2 and by 9% (179 students) from A2 to A3. Besides, 345

the frequency count halves from A3 to A4. This result reflects the actual complexity of the 346

proposed exercises: teaching assistants confirmed that the perceived complexity of exercise 347

5 was higher than expected. It should be noted that the application used by the students 348

during the laboratory allowed them to access a specific exercise only after all previous ones 349

are accessed. This is the reason why skipped exercises never occurred in these patterns1. 350

Out-of-order patterns reveal the students who came back to a previous exercise. In [49] 351

the authors highlighted the usefulness of “design by copying” practice, whereas in [50] 352

the authors paid attention to the "we do as we did in the previous exercise" thinking in 353

learning practice. These behaviours occur also in this learning context and explain why the 354

students are used to come back to the previous exercises; most of students face the SQL 355

language practice for the first time and they are not yet familiar with the subject. 356

1 An exercise is considered as skipped when the student did not access it.
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Table 3. Access patterns.

Id Pattern Students Students (%)

Sequential patterns

A1 1 2 3 204 94.9

A2 1 2 3 4 196 91.2

A3 1 2 3 4 5 179 83.3

A4 1 2 3 4 5 6 98 45.6

Out-of-order patterns

A5 1 2 1 43 20.0

A6 2 3 2 39 18.1

A7 3 4 3 42 19.5

A8 4 5 4 42 19.5

A9 5 6 5 36 16.7

Table 3 shows that out-of-order patterns are almost equally spread over the first 6 357

exercises; in fact the support value does not show any significant variation, as happened 358

for the sequential sequences. Conversely, it slightly varies between 16.7% (36 students) and 359

20% (43 students). 360

The differences between sequential and out-of order sequences are likely to be related 361

to the "Persistence" indicator of behavioural engagement. This aspect will be discussed 362

later on (see Section 6). 363

5.2. Successful patterns 364

This pattern type describes the sequences that contain accesses and successful query 365

submissions. The top ranked sequences (in order of decreasing support value) are reported 366

in Table 4. 367

We can differentiate between sequential patterns and out-of-order patterns even in this 368

case; the first ones reveal the students that accessed an exercises only after having solved 369

all the previous ones. 81.4% of the students who solved the first 2 exercises sequen- 370

tially (pattern S1, supperc(S1) = 81.4%) did the same also for exercise 3 (pattern S2, 371

supperc(S2) = 68.4%). Skipping exercise 3 is therefore a relatively rare condition. On the 372

contrary, only 61.9 % of the students that completed the third exercise succeeded also in the 373

fourth one (pattern S3, supperc(S3) = 42.3%). The sup(S4) (93 students) is almost equal 374

to sup(S3) (91 students): only 1% (2 students) who solved the first four exercises did not 375

solve exercise 1. 376

By comparing S2 with the access pattern A1, it appears that 27% of the students (58) 377

who accessed the first three exercises did not solve at least one of them or even many of 378

them; such a percentage increases (46.4%, 105 students) while considering also the fourth 379

exercise (hence comparing S3 with A2). This means than more than half of the students 380

who accessed the first four exercises failed at least one of them. 381

The out-of-order patterns do not show the students who accessed an exercises without 382

solving the previous ones, as one might think: they only show the students that accessed 383

and solved the exercises contained in the pattern, without explicitly revealing that they did 384

not solve the exercises that do not appear in the pattern. This is mainly due to the peculiar 385

characteristics of the sequential patterns [15]. This means that all sequences that contain 386

S2 also contain S6, and therefore we can derive the percentage of students who solved 387

exercises 1 and 3, but not exercise 2, by computing sup(S6)− sup(S2) = 4.6%. 388
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Table 4. Successful patterns.

Id Pattern Students Students (%)

Sequential patterns

S1 1 1 2 2 175 81.4

S2 1 1 2 2 3 3 147 68.4

S3 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 91 42.3

S4 2 2 3 3 4 4 93 43.3

S5 3 3 4 4 94 43.7

Out-of-order patterns

S6 1 1 3 3 157 73.0

S7 1 1 2 2 4 4 102 47.4

S8 1 1 3 3 4 4 92 42.8

S9 2 2 4 4 104 48.4

In a similar way, we can compute sup(S7)− sup(S3) = 5.1%, sup(S9)− sup(S4) = 389

5.1%, and sup(S8)− sup(S3) = 0.5%. The latter result clearly indicates that the difference 390

between the students who solved exercises 1, 3 and 4 and the ones who solved all the four 391

exercises is only 1 student. Therefore, the second task was the easiest one for the students 392

who solved these subset of exercises. 393

The successful pattern sequences can be related to the "Concentration" key indicator of 394

cognitive engagement, as discussed later on in Section 6. 395

5.3. Assistance patterns 396

This pattern category helps to analyze the students’ requests for help and the assistants’ 397

responses. The patterns are divided into 2 subcategories: Assistance request patterns and 398

Assistance intervention patterns. The former one reveals when and how often students 399

ask for help, whereas the latter discloses when and how often assistants take action and 400

quantifies the consequent effect. Table 5 reports the top ranked patterns separately for each 401

subcategory. 402

Pattern H1 shows that some students asked for help more than once. This particular 403

situation happened only for exercise 1: the students’ attitude in case of the first exercise is 404

different with respect to the next exercises, considering also that most of students requested 405

assistance just once in the whole lab session. 406

86% of the students who requested assistance (80 students out of 93) then solved 407

it (pattern H2); by comparing H2 and H4 it turns out that 61 of them solved it after the 408

assistance, whereas 19 of them succeeded autonomously. 409

The difference between students who succeeded after requesting assistance (H3, 410

sup(H3)=54) and the students who succeeded after assistant interventions (pattern H5,sup(H5)=52)411

is less significant for exercise 2: only 2 students who asked for help solved the exercise 412

autonomously. Notably, in exercise 3 all students that succeeded after requesting help have 413

been assisted. 414

Patterns H10, H11 and H12 show the number of errors after assistants’ interventions for 415

exercises 1, 2 and 3 respectively. As the exercise number increases, the support decreases; 416

this is because exercise 2 and 3 generally were perceived as easier than exercise 1 (this 417

situation will clearly emerge later on in the analysis of the time constrained patterns). Note 418

also as the exercise identifier increases the number of students who accessed it decreases 419

(as previously discussed in the Accesses patterns analysis). 420
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Table 5. Assistance patterns.

Id Pattern Students Students (%)

Assistance request patterns

H1 1 1 1 35 16.3

H2 1 1 1 80 37.2

H3 2 2 2 54 25.1

H4 3 3 3 36 16.7

Assistance intervention patterns

H5 1 1 1 61 28.4

H6 2 2 2 52 24.2

H7 3 3 3 36 16.7

H8 1 1 1 52 24.2

H9 2 2 2 49 22.8

H10 3 3 3 32 14.9

H11 1 1 1 1 48 22.3

Pattern H10 identifies the students who received assistance, committed errors and 421

finally succeeded in exercise 1; by comparing the support value of such a pattern with those 422

of H4, we can conclude that only 13 students succeeded immediately after receiving help. 423

The pattern of type "intervention-error-success" occurs only for exercise 1. For the next 424

exercises the minimum support threshold was not reached. Both Request effectiveness and 425

Assistance effectiveness decrease as the exercises identifiers increase because the exercises 426

become more difficult and the effects of assistants’ interventions are probably less evident 427

in the very short-term. 428

The assistance patterns can be related to the "Confidence" key indicator of cognitive 429

engagement (assistance request patterns) and to the "Autonomy" key indicator of affective 430

engagement (assistance intervention patterns), as analyzed later on in Section 6. 431

5.4. Error patterns 432

This type of patterns is useful for describing the way students react to errors. We 433

distinguish between single errors patterns, which give a general overview about error 434

distribution, and repeated errors patterns, which describe how many time an error occurred. 435

The most frequent sequences of both categories are reported in Table 6. 436

The support value of the single errors patterns from E1 to E6 show the number of 437

students who solved a specific exercise after making at least one error. The Students (%) 438

column in the table shows that most of the students who initially failed, succeeded in the 439

first three exercises; on the contrary, this is not true for exercises 4 and 5. Students (%) tends 440

to decrease as the exercise number increase, because the queries become gradually more 441

and more complex. 442

Pattern E7 indicates that 59.5% of students made at least one mistake for the exercises 443

from 1 to 3. Many errors are relative to these exercises, considering that 94.9% accessed 444

them (see pattern A1). Pattern E8 reveals a similar behaviour: in fact, the percentage of 445

students who committed errors in all the first four exercises is high (47.9%). 446

Patterns E9, E10 and E11 show that at least half of the students committed errors before 447

succeeding in at least one of the first three exercises, and this is coherent with the fact that 448

students are currently learning the SQL language. In [51] the authors stated that most of 449

query errors are simply trial and error inputs as incomplete attempt derived by lack of 450
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attention and syntax understanding. Trial and error schema is quite common method in 451

SQL learning. 452

The repeated errors patterns confirm this behaviour; in fact, patterns from E12 to E21 453

highlight that many wrong queries are relative to the same exercise, whereas patterns E22 454

and E23 show that this may happen more than once for the same student. 455

The difference between single errors and repeated errors patterns can be related to the 456

"Reflection" key indicator of cognitive engagement, as discuses later on in Section 6. 457

Table 6. Error Patterns

Id Pattern Students Students (%)

Single errors

E1 1 1 1 169 78.6

E2 2 2 2 141 65.6

E3 3 3 3 128 59.5

E4 4 4 4 75 34.9

E5 5 5 5 35 16.3

E6 6 6 6 36 16.7

E7 1 1 2 2 3 3 128 59.5

E8 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 103 47.9

E9 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 128 59.5

E10 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 116 54.0

E11 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 117 54.4

Repeated errors

E12 1 1 1 1 135 62.8

E13 2 2 2 2 118 54.9

E14 3 3 3 3 102 47.4

E15 4 4 4 4 81 37.8

E16 5 5 5 5 90 41.9

E17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 70 32.6

E18 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 82 38.1

E19 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 49 22.8

E20 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 41 19.1

E21 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 25.6

E22 1 1 1 2 2 2 110 51.2

E23 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 72 33.5

5.5. Time constrained patterns 458

Time constrained patterns are exploited to answer specific questions related to the 459

timing of the laboratory activities. They can be related to the "Understanding" indicator of 460

cognitive engagement, as discussed later on in Section 6. 461
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We set mingap to 10 and varied the maxgap values from 10 seconds to 5 minutes (i.e., 462

10s, 60s, 120s, 180s, 240s, 300s). Hence, here we focus on small time intervals to capture 463

short-term student behaviors. The extracted patterns are reported in Table 7. 464

Table 7. Time constrained patterns.

Id Pattern Students Students (%)

maxgap=60

T1 1 1 30 14.0

maxgap=120

T2 1 1 47 21.9

T3 2 2 35 16.3

T4 3 3 27 12.6

maxgap=180

T5 2 2 28 13.0

T6 1 1 59 27.4

T7 2 2 56 26.0

T8 3 3 38 17.7

T9 4 4 32 14.9

T10 5 5 24 11.2

T11 6 6 30 14.0

T12 7 7 22 10.2

maxgap=240

T13 2 2 43 20.0

T14 3 3 30 14.0

T15 4 4 31 14.4

maxgap=300

T16 2 2 46 21.4

T17 3 3 30 14.0

T18 4 4 38 17.7

T19 6 6 23 10.7

T20 1 1 1 47 21.9

Most of the attempts submitted in the very first minutes failed. 30 students who 465

accessed exercise 1 made a mistake in less than one minute (see pattern T1) . By increasing 466

the maximum gap threshold to 2 minutes the number of failures for exercise 1 increases and 467

some wrong queries for exercises 2 and 3 start to appear (patterns T4 and T3). By setting 468

maxgap to 180, access-error patterns appear for most exercises (from T6 to T12), revealing 469

that the practice to try to submit a solution very quickly is quite popular; in addition, T5 470

shows that 13% of students solved exercise 2 in less than 3 minutes (this particular exercise 471

is the one that was solved, on average, in the shortest amount of time). Even though the 472

required competences are slightly more advanced than in the previous exercise, students 473

have already become familiar with the learning environment. 474
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By increasing the maximum gap threshold to 4 minutes, the access-success patterns 475

related to exercise 2 become more frequent (pattern T13), and similar patterns occur for 476

exercise 3 and 4 (pattern T14 and T15). When the maximum threshold is set to 5 minutes 477

the same pattern occurs for exercise 6 too (see pattern T19). Access-success patterns for 478

exercises 1 and 5 do not appear when maxgap is set to 300, since they required more than 5 479

minutes to be solved. 480

Patterns T16 to T19 show the percentage of students who solved exercises 2, 3, 4 and 6 481

in less than five minutes: considering such a time constrain, exercise 2 was solved by 21.4%, 482

exercise 3 by 14%, exercise 4 by 17.7% and exercise 6 by 10.%. 483

By setting mingap to 600 and maxgap to 900 (time intervals between 10 and 15 minutes) 484

the extracted patterns (reported in Table 8) are all related to the exercises 1, 3 and 5. This 485

shows that these are the exercises for which the students encountered most of the issues. 486

The difficulty level experienced by the students is not always directly related to the 487

actual difficulty level of the exercises, because other factors can influence, such as the 488

familiarity with the learning environment that plays an important role when the approach 489

is mainly a trial-and-error one. 490

Table 8. Patterns for interval 10-15 minutes.

Id Pattern Students Students (%)

T21 1 1 97 45.1

T22 3 3 81 37.7

T23 5 5 74 34.4

To detect the lab activities that required longer time, here we set mingap to 1800 (30 491

minutes) and we did not enforce any maxgap constraint. Table 9 reports the extracted 492

patterns. 493

Table 9. Long time patterns.

Id Pattern Students Students (%)

L1 1 2 34 15.8

L2 1 5 158 73.4

L3 1 4 6 24 11.2

L4 3 5 82 38.1

15.8% of students spent more than 30 minutes on exercise 1 before accessing exercise 2 494

(pattern L1). This points out once again the problems discussed previously about exercise 495

1. Another interesting pattern is L2: it reveals that 73.5% of students spent at least 30 496

minutes before accessing exercise 5 after having accessed exercise 1. Considering that 497

the laboratory session lasted 90 minutes, consisted of 13 exercises of increasing difficulty, 498

students proceeded very slowly (notice however that they are not supposed to finish all 499

exercises in the lab, but to finish them as homework). The comparison between L2 and 500

pattern A2 shows that only 21 students accessed exercise 5 after 30 minutes (9.7% of all 501

students, 10.3% of those who accessed exercise 1). 502

Pattern L3 confirms the difficulties in solving the first exercises of the lab: 24 students 503

(11.2%) who accessed exercise 1 accessed exercise 4 after at least half an hour and exercise 6 504

after another 30 minutes. 82 students (38.1%) who accessed exercise 3, accessed exercise 5 505

after 30 minutes (pattern L4); this means that solving both exercise 3 and 4 took a long time. 506

Considering the difficulty rank deduced before, and the error patterns in Table 6, this is 507

mainly due to the high number of errors and the time spent on exercise 3. 508
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5.6. Discussion 509

The extracted patterns can be used to gain insights into the students’ learning expe- 510

rience during the SQL laboratory sessions. Very few students completed all the assigned 511

exercises: most of them completed only the first six exercises. The results confirm that the 512

proposed practice was way too long for a 90-minute session. Teachers’ objective, in fact, 513

were to challenge the students with more exercises than those strictly requested in order to 514

encourage them to complete the practice at home. 515

Access patterns show that as exercise number increases the number of students access- 516

ing to it decreases, because most of them are struggling on the previous ones, whereas 517

Successful patterns and Error patterns show that few students who solved exercise 4 passes 518

all first four exercises; these findings reveal the general difficulty in solving the first part of 519

the lab session. 520

In a time interval of 5 minutes after the access to the exercise (see Table 7) a significant 521

number of students could solve only exercises 2, 4, 3 and 6. Exercises 1, 3 and 5 were 522

the ones where students had more problems (see Table 8). Besides, Table 9 shows that 523

about 16% of students spent more than 30 minutes on exercise 1 before accessing exercise 524

2, and that about 3 out of 4 students spent at least 30 minutes before accessing exercise 5 525

after having accessed exercise 1. A difficulty disparity between exercises 2, 3 and 4 and 526

exercises 1 and 5 is therefore evident. About exercise 1, this is understandable because most 527

students used the learning environment for the first time, and this was also the first time 528

they practiced SQL. Exercise 5 caused many problems for most of the students because it 529

introduced new SQL language structures. 530

Assistance patterns show that the requests for help and the assistants interventions are 531

usually useful for solving the exercises, and that the students succeeded in most cases after 532

being helped. Students were used to ask for help after a few minutes from the exercise 533

accesses, and often many students asked for assistance simultaneously; this caused a 534

waiting time up to 10 minutes before being assisted. In addition, they rarely required 535

assistance twice for the same exercise. The assistants usually intervened after 10 minutes, 536

due to the high number of assistance requests. In addition to the startup delay, there are 537

some specific exercises (especially the number 5) that required long time to be solved. Some 538

of the students solved the exercise before the assistant interventions (especially for exercise 539

1). 540

In general students submitted several wrong queries before the correct one, showing 541

a trial-and-error approach that is typical for the laboratory session in computer science 542

courses. 543

Through sequential pattern analysis, teachers could reinforce the lab experience by 544

considering the discovered issues. First of all, an introduction of the lab environment 545

could be suitable for limiting the startup problems; some exercises could be solved step- 546

by-step by the assistants to prepare the students to the autonomous work. The sequence 547

of the proposed exercises could also be modified to better reflect the students’ perceived 548

difficulties. 549

6. Engagement analysis 550

The extracted sequences can be conveniently used to describe the engagement charac- 551

teristics of the students who participated to the SQL laboratory sessions. Specifically, we 552

consider the Key Engagement Indicators described in Table 1 and the association between 553

KEIs and sequential pattern types reported in Table 2 (see section 4.4). In the following, 554

we present both the results of the students’ profiling step according to their engagement 555

characteristics and the outcomes of the correlation analysis between different KEIs. 556

6.1. Students’ profiling 557

Students can be described according to their level associated with each of the six KEIs. 558

For the indicators Concentration, Reflection and Autonomy we define two levels (High or 559

Low), whereas for the Persistence, Confidence and Understanding we exploit a three-level 560
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categorization (High, Medium or Low). Table 10 contains the details of the sequences used to 561

assign the students to a specific level of a given KEI. 562

Table 10. Sequences used to assign the students to a specific level of a given key engagement indicator.

Key en-
gagement
indicator

Pattern
type

Patterns Indicator
level

Comments

Persistence
Access
pat-
terns

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (A1-A4) but no se-
quence in set (A5-A9)

High
persistence

Only sequential access pat-
terns

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (A1-A4) and at least
one in set (A5-A9)

Medium
persistence

Mixed access patterns

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (A5-A9) but no se-
quence in set (A1-A4)

Low
persistence

Only out-our-order access
patterns

Concentration Successful
patterns

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (S1-S9)

High
concentra-
tion

Stays focused on an exer-
cise until it is solved cor-
rectly

Student does not satisfy any se-
quence in set (S1-S9)

Low
concentra-
tion

Does not stay focuses on
an exercise until it is solved
correctly

Confidence
Assistance
requests
patterns

Student does not satisfy any se-
quence in set (H1-H4)

High
confidence

No request for help

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (H2-H4) but not se-
quence H1

Medium
confidence

Maximum one request for
help per exercise

Student satisfies sequence H1 Low confi-
dence

Multiple requests for help
for the same exercise

Reflection
Errors
pat-
terns

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (E1-E6) or in set (E9-
E11) but no sequence in set (E12-
E23)

High reflec-
tion

Single error before the cor-
rect solution

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (E12-E23)

Low reflec-
tion

Repeated errors

Understanding
Time-
constrained
patterns

Student satisfies sequence T5 or
at least one sequence in set (T13-
T15) but no sequence in set (T16-
T20)

High
understand-
ing

Correct solution in a short
amount of time (e.g. 2-3
minutes)

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (T16-T20)

Medium
understand-
ing

Correct solution in an
higher amount of time (e.g.
<5 minutes)

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (T2-T4) or in set (T6-
T12) but not sequence T5 and no
sequence in set (T13-T15) or in
set (SI1-SI5)

Low
understand-
ing

No correct solution in a
given amount of time (e.g.
5 minutes)

Autonomy
Assis-
tance inter-
ventions
patterns +
successful
patterns

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (S1-S9) but no se-
quence in set (H5-H11)

High auton-
omy

Correct exercises with no
assistance

Student satisfies at least one se-
quence in set (S1-S9) and at least
one sequence in set (H5-H11)

Low auton-
omy

Correct exercises with as-
sistance

The graph in Figure 2 shows the distribution of the engagement characteristics of the 563

students under the six identified dimensions. Persistence, Concentration and Reflection are 564

high for most of the students, denoting a fairly high commitment to the task for the majority 565

of the students, whereas Confidence, Autonomy and Understanding show rather variable 566
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distributions. This is comprehensible since the level of individual competence and skill 567

can be different, and this influences individual self-confidence and results. Understanding, 568

in particular, shows quite significant variations: few students were very quick to solve 569

exercises (High Understanding), whereas most of them were able to solve them in a larger 570

interval of time (Medium Understanding); the rest of the students were not able to solve the 571

exercise in a predefined interval of time (Low Understanding). 572

Figure 2. Distribution of the engagement characteristics of the students under the engagement
dimensions.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the students according to the chosen dimensions: each
vertical bar represents the number of students who have the same characteristics, which
are described by the black dots below (e.g. 28 students have LA=Low Autonomy, HU=High
Understanding, HR=High Reflection, MCF=Medium Confidence, HC=High Concentration and
HP=High Persistence). The horizontal bars represent the number of students who have that
particular characteristics (e.g. 106 students have LA=Low Autonomy). The figure shows
only the groups composed of at least 4 students.

Figure 3. Distribution of the students according to engagement dimensions and corresponding levels.
H=High, L=Low, A=Autonomy, U=Understanding, R=Reflection, CF=Confidence, C=Concentration,
P=Persistence
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Each student group represents a specific student profile. The radar plots in Figure 4 573

show the details of the most common profiles. The percentage of students who belong 574

to profile P1, for example, is 13% of the total number of students (215). The considered 575

profiles, together, account for almost 50% of the students (47.4%). Each radar plot shows 576

the level (H=High, M=Medium, L=Low) of the engagement dimensions for the students 577

belonging to a specific profile. 578

Figure 4. The seven most frequent students’ profiles

The takeaways from the student profile distributions presented above are summarized 579

below. 580

• Autonomy and Confidence are correlated with each other (see all profiles): either they 581

are both High, or they are both Medium/Low. This situation makes sense, because 582

Confidence is related to students’ help request, and High Confidence means few help 583

requests), whereas Autonomy to correct solutions with or without help (High Autonomy 584

means few or no help interventions), and most of the times help requests lead to help 585

interventions. 586

• In general, all profiles show High levels of Concentration and of Reflection: students are 587

able to stay focused during the whole laboratory session and they are challenged by 588

the proposed exercises. 589

• Students with profile P2 show high commitment (High Persistence and High Concen- 590

tration), good self-confidence (High Confidence and High Autonomy) and good results 591

(Medium Understanding). 592

• Students with profile P7 show high commitment (High Persistence and High Concen- 593

tration), good self-confidence (High Confidence and High Autonomy) but worse results 594

(Low Understanding). 595

• Students with profiles P1 and P4 need some help (Medium/Low Confidence and Low 596

Autonomy) but anyway demonstrate the capability to focus on the task (High Persistence 597

and High Reflection) and to get good results (Medium Understanding). 598

• Students with profile P3 and P6 show some indecision, going back and forth among 599

exercises (Medium Persistence), or simply they want to get an overall idea of what they 600

are requested to do in the whole lab session. This behavior does not compromise 601

their performance: they focus on the task (High Persistence and High Reflection) and 602
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get good results (Medium Understanding), with more (profile P3) or less (profile P6) 603

self-confidence and autonomy. 604

• Students with profile P5 show serious difficulties in performing the requested tasks 605

(Low Understanding) despite their commitment (High Concentration and High Reflection) 606

and the help they request and obtain (Medium Confidence and Low Autonomy). 607

6.2. Correlation analysis among the engagement dimensions 608

Here we analyze the pairwise intersections of the six engagement dimensions. Al- 609

though we considered the pairwise intersections in Figure 5, we show only the most 610

representative. The numbers in the matrices represent the number of students who have 611

the characteristics of the corresponding areas, where H=High, M=Medium, and L=Low. 612

The intersections between Autonomy and Confidence offer valuable insights into how 613

these two indicators interact. Notably, when High Autonomy aligns with Low Confidence, we 614

observe a dimensionality of 5. Interestingly, the most substantial intersection occurs when 615

High Autonomy combines with High Confidence, resulting in a dimensionality of 65. This 616

indicates a strong correlation, implying that individuals with high autonomy levels often 617

coexist with high confidence levels, potentially reinforcing each other. 618

Conversely, Autonomy and Understanding are independent. This shows that help 619

interventions, whereas they are generally sufficient to solve the specific task for what 620

they were requested, are not always effective for having a more comprehensive level of 621

understanding, applicable to all the tasks. Besides, they show that the perceived need for 622

external support is very personal and not always related to the actual need. 623

Similarly, Reflection and Understanding are not correlated. 624

Confidence positively influences Reflection. Specifically, 66 of students who have High 625

Confidence have High Reflection too. Conversely, only 26 of the students have Low Reflection. 626

This is justifiable because self-confidence helps students to rely on their own capability and 627

to address problems with a reflective approach (compared to a trial-and-error one). 628

Figure 5. Pairwise intersections among engagement dimensions.

(a) Confidence - Autonomy (b) Autonomy - Understanding

(c) Confidence - Reflection (d) Reflection - Understanding
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6.3. Discussion 629

The results shows that the SQL laboratory session involved students who were quite 630

interested and motivated for the whole duration of the session. This is coherent with the 631

fact that laboratory were not compulsory, so students participated because they want to 632

practice and learn, and the lab duration was not excessive (90 minutes). 633

Students came to the lab session with different backgrounds of competence and skill, 634

depending on the practice they did before the lab. This reflects on the different level of 635

confidence and autonomy demonstrated by the analysis. This background, together with 636

the individual attitude for reflection, influence the understanding dimension, measured in 637

relation to the performance in the assigned task. 638

We detected some specific student behaviours that were useful for solving the exercise. 639

Specifically, the first one is design by copying and practice that is a common feature in 640

programming, because it is focused on logical thinking rather than on the memorization 641

of the complete code syntax. The second practice is the trial and error schema (also 642

know as “what if”); it reveals the students’ attitude of learning from mistakes. It is really 643

common in computer programming learning and it is also typical of gaming thinking. In 644

addition students generally prefer to proceeding step by step, and avoid to skip; however, 645

considering the complexity of some specific exercise (e.g. 5) they risk to be stuck for a 646

long time. We noticed also that most students who participated in the lab have a reflective 647

attitude compared to a trial-and-error one, coherently with what is encouraged during the 648

course. 649

The analysis of the correlation among the different engagement dimensions considered 650

in the present paper shows that there is a strong link between cognitive and affective 651

engagement, and that that they influence one another. Specifically, Autonomy and Confidence 652

are strongly correlated, as well as Confidence and Reflection. A good level of affective 653

engagement reflects on cognitive engagement and vice-versa: self-confidence positively 654

influence the capability to focus effectively on a problem, and in turn good results obviously 655

enhance self-confidence. 656

The results show also a fairly high correlation between some cognitive engagement 657

dimensions, namely Concentration, Reflection and Understanding: this reflects the steps in 658

which the students face and solve the proposed exercises, focusing on them, reflecting on 659

the possible solutions, and then submitting the answer. 660

7. Conclusions 661

This work proposes a method to deeply analyze the student’s behaviour during 662

laboratories. It relies on data collected in the context of a B.S. degree course on database 663

design and management. The collected data describe the main activities performed by the 664

participants to a computer lab sess Confidence and Autonomy are strongly correlated with 665

each other, as shown in diagram (a). Specifically, 68% of students who have High Confidence 666

have also High Autonomy, whereas 74% of the students who have Low Confidence have also 667

Low Autonomy. This evidence confirms what previously emerged in the analysis of the most 668

frequent profiles (see section 6.1), and it is explained by the fact that, commonly, when 669

students asked for help (Confidence) they received it (Autonomy). 670

Concentration and Autonomy, on the opposite side, are independent: 47% of students 671

who have High Concentration have High Autonomy as well, and 53% have Low Autonomy. 672

The general level of Concentration is High (see Figure 2), but Autonomy is a characteristic of 673

the students that is mainly influenced by self-confidence rather than by the capability to 674

focus on a given task. 675

Autonomy and Understanding are also independent, as shown in diagram (b). Specif- 676

ically, 44% of students who have High Understanding have also High Autonomy and 44% 677

of them have Low Autonomy, while 41% of students who have Low Understanding have 678

High Autonomy and 48% of them have Low Autonomy. This shows that help interventions, 679

whereas they are generally sufficient to solve the specific task for what they were requested, 680

are not always effective for having a more comprehensive level of understanding, applica- 681
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ble to all the tasks. Besides, they show that the perceived need for external support is very 682

personal and not always related to the actual need. 683

Most students have High Concentration and High Reflection (as shown in Figure 2), and 684

they are correlated with each other: 87% of students have High Concentration have High 685

Reflection too, and only 9% of them have Low Reflection as well. This is understandable, 686

because the capability to focus on a task influences the attitude to apply a more reflective 687

approach in problem solving. 688

Confidence positively influences Reflection, as shown in diagram (c). Specifically, 69% 689

of students who have High Confidence have High Reflection too. Conversely, only 18% of the 690

students have Low Reflection, and 84% of students who have High or Medium Confidence 691

have also High Reflection. This is justifiable because self-confidence helps students to rely 692

on their own capability and to address problems with a reflective approach (compared to a 693

trial-and-error one). 694

The implication that Reflection positively influence Understanding clearly emerges from 695

the performed analyses, as shown in diagram (d). Specifically, 71% of students with High 696

Reflection have High or Medium Understanding whereas only 29% have Low Understanding, 697

and only 28% of students who have High Understanding have Low Reflection. The attitude 698

to face problem in a more reflective way has a positive influence to apply what has been 699

learned in the following ones. The sequence of exercises was proposed by the teacher with 700

this goal in mind, to progressively build competence and skills in the specific subject. 701

No specific correlation was found between Persistence and the other dimensions, 702

possibly because the persistence level was high for almost all the students: the laboratory 703

was not compulsory so the participating students were mainly committed to it, with a good 704

level of behavioural engagement. If the laboratory would be compulsory, probably the 705

results would have been different, with a variable level of behavioural engagement that 706

could have influenced cognitive and affective engagement aspects. 707

7.1. Discussion 708

The results shows that the SQL laboratory session involved students who were quite 709

interested and motivated for the whole duration of the session. This is coherent with the 710

fact that laboratory were not compulsory, so students participated because they want to 711

practice and learn, and the lab duration was not excessive (90 minutes). 712

Students came to the lab session with different backgrounds of competence and skill, 713

depending on the practice they did before the lab. This reflects on the different level of 714

confidence and autonomy demonstrated by the analysis. This background, together with 715

the individual attitude for reflection, influence the understanding dimension, measured in 716

relation to the performance in the assigned task. 717

We detected some specific student behaviours that were useful for solving the exercise. 718

Specifically, the first one is design by copying and practice that is a common feature in 719

programming, because it is focused on logical thinking rather than on the memorization of 720

the complete code syntax. The second practice is the trial and error schema (also know as 721

“what if”); it reveals the students’ attitude of learning from mistakes. It is really common 722

in computer programming learning and it is also typical of gaming thinking.ion on the 723

SQL language. The experiment considered various types of events such as the accesses 724

to exercises, the correct answers submissions, the errors, the assistance requests and the 725

teaching assistants’ interventions. 726

The paper explores the use of sequential pattern mining techniques to analyze the 727

temporal correlations between the student-related events occurred during the lab sessions. 728

Based on the extracted patterns, students are profiled according to their levels of engage- 729

ment in various dimensions. By examining the most significant extracted patterns and 730

profiles, it was possible to get a detailed view of the students’ activities. This allowed us 731

to recognize cause-effect correlations, positive aspects and points of criticism in order to 732

improve the lab experience. 733
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The pattern extraction phase allowed us to define a number of engagement key in- 734

dicators that are useful for assessing the level of behavioural, cognitive and affective 735

engagement of the students during the computer lab. The students demonstrated a very 736

good level of behavioural engagement (Persistence), a satisfactory level of cognitive en- 737

gagement (Concentration, Reflection, Understanding and Autonomy), where Autonomy and 738

Understanding are the most variable dimensions, being dependent on the individual back- 739

ground of competence and skills. About the level of affective engagement (Confidence), 740

it is highly variable, depending on the individual capability to face the proposed tasks. 741

Besides, the engagement analysis highlighted some interesting correlations among the 742

identified engagement dimensions. The latter findings, in particular, showed that the 743

cognitive dimensions of engagement are strictly correlated with the affective dimensions, 744

and that they positively influence one another. 745

Future works will focus on tracing, collecting, and analyzing students’ data in labora- 746

tories related to different courses. The key goal is to discover which patterns are universal 747

and which ones are subject-dependent. We will also explore the use of different learning 748

environments (both online and in presence) and the application of a similar approach to 749

event sequence mining to data acquired in different learning contexts, such as persuasive 750

and recruitment games. 751
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